Microbial clades modeling is a challenging problem in biology based on microarray genome sequences, especially in new species gene isolates discovery and category. Marker family genome sequences play important roles in describing specific microbial clades within species, a framework of support vector machine (SVM) based microbial species classification with N-best algorithm is constructed to classify the centroid marker genome fragments randomly generated from marker genome sequences on MetaRef. A time series feature extraction method is proposed by segmenting the centroid gene sequences and mapping into different dimensional spaces. Two ways of data splitting are investigated according to random splitting fragments along genome sequence (DI) , or separating genome sequences into two parts (DII).Two strategies of fragments recognition tasks, dimension-by-dimension and sequenceby-sequence, are investigated. The k-mer size selection, overlap of segmentation and effects of random split percents are also discussed. Experiments on 12390 maker genome sequences belonging to marker families of 17 species from MetaRef show that, both for DI and DII in dimensionby-dimension and sequence-by-sequence recognition, the recognition accuracy rates can achieve above 28% in top-1 candidate, and above 91% in top-10 candidate both on training and testing sets overall.
INTRODUCTION
Tremendous genomic sequences measured by new generation sequencing machines from second-generation (2G) to thirdgeneration (3G) and fourth-generation (4G) platforms [1] put forward high level requirement of automatical classification and identification for genomic analysis techniques. Designing more accurate and effective models for clades or species classification and disease diagnose are challenging problems facing the sea amount of genomic fragments. In recent three decades, many machine learning and statistical learning methods are developed in genomic analysis, such as BLAST [2] [3] [4] , hidden Markov model (HMM) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , support vector machine (SVM) [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , combination of linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and artificial neural network (ANN) [35] , etc. * To whom correspondence should be addressed. Email: liujingwei03@tsinghua.org.cn HMM is a powerful model in microbial clade classification and genome associate disease analysis [5, 14, 15] . However, HMM has a limitation in genomic analysis that the number of states in HMM model (4 k ) grows exponentially with the increasing of k-mer size, and consequently leading to spareness of gene segments for training each state, this phenomenon is distinct especially in rare microbes and diseases. SVM is another popular technique to solve the relative sparse data case in pattern recognition and machine learning [36] [37] [38] [39] . Many SVM literatures address the prediction of the microbial genomes classification and prediction [16, 23, 28, 31] . The standard SVM [36] [37] [38] [39] is adopted in our fragments modeling.
Feature selection is the first and key step in genomic information analysis. k-mer based sequence binning method and K-means clustering method are two widely used techniques in genomic analysis. k-mer binning method is widely adopted in genomic analysis [40] [41] [42] [43] , SVM-based genomic analysis [31] , and LDA & ANN based genomic analysis platform [35] . K-means clustering is utilized in both HMM-based [7] and SVM-based genomic analysis [28] . Although these two preprocessing methods can obtain statistical property of genome sequences, they may mask and neglect the subtle or particular local information along genome sequence. In genomic analysis, the genomic information in some species or diseases DNA sequences may exist in some local position under some kinds of measurements. The difference among various cancers DNA sequences from a same human being may appear in some local places of human DNA sequences under an appropriate measurement. For microbial classification, the ideal model of classification and clustering is to make the fragments in same specie more closer than those from other species. Hence, the real fragments along gene sequences are taken into account in this paper. One of our motivation is to examine the accuracy of each fragment belonging to considering species, regardless of the big data problem and time computation consumption. This kind of classification task is called dimension-by-dimension classification. The k-mer size and overlap size are two important issues in this kind of feature extraction method, and investigated in experiments. Furthermore, in another point of view, if all the extracted fragments from a same sequence are taken as a whole of connected subsequence, the classification task to determine the specie of the pseudo subsequence is called sequence-by-sequence classification. In previous metagenomic sequences analysis literatures, too short length sequences are cut off, this limitation is not valid in our model framework.
Precision and recall is a popular criterion in statistical biology information analysis besides accuracy [44] . Based on precision and recall, area under curve (AUC) of receiver operating characteristics (ROC) is a metric for classification [45] . [46] points out that the practical application of ROC curve to determine parameter optimization is the optimal operating point (OOP) . Limited to over-fitting problem in machine learning, Precision & recall criterion and ROC curve learning also fall into over-optimism [47] . Based on the multi-class SVM employed in experiments [39] , the maximum results over all parameters of SVM on both training and testing data sets are proposed to show the performance of classification on fragmental genome sequence in both dimension-by-dimension or sequence-by-sequence tasks and avoid the over-optimization on training data sets. Ranking is a popular technique in Bioinformatics [48, 49] and speech recognition, where it is called N-best algorithm [50] [51] [52] , the SVM combined with N-best algorithm framework is put forward to report the experimental results and give an intuitive grasp of the confusion of microbial species.
Additionally, fragments from genome sequences of maker families from all microbial species on MetaRef {http://metaref.org} involved in the experiments show the performance of SVM with N-best model and the effectiveness of k-mer size and overlap in microbial genomic information analysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation
The genomic sequences are manually extracted from MetaRef and centroids v.1.0.fna file [53] , the marker genomic sequences of all microbes are totally included in 17 species {Mycoplasma gallisepticum, Alkaliphilus metalliredigens, Streptococcus gallolyticus, Enterococcus gallinarum, Geobacter metallireducens, Treponema pallidum, Phaeobacter gallaeciensis, Bifidobacterium gallicum, Cupriavidus metallidurans, Isosphaera pallida, Burkholderia mallei, Burkholderia pseudomallei, Eubacterium hallii, Leuconostoc fallax, Mycoplasma alligatoris, Prevotella pallens, Vibrio coralliilyticus}, and 12390 pure DNA {A, C, T, G} sequences of marker families without ambiguous DNA [54] are involved in the experiments. The frequency distribution of 12390 gene sequence lengths is shown in Fig.1 . All of the DNA sequences are involved in the experiments from minimum 51 to maximum 14298, and average length is 748.9265, no short length DNA sequence is abandoned. In pattern recognition task, the 17 species are treated as 17 classes, and the total multi-class number M is set to 17. The {A, C, T, G} is mapped into {1,2,3,4} respectively. According to the definitions of marker family gene and centroid [53] , the selected 12390 genes represent all the clades under the 17 species. To investigate k-mer size of gene sequences, the k-mer sizes of {10, 20, 30, 40, 50} are discussed, and the overlaps of {0, 25%, 50%, 75% } percent of k-mer length are examined. Two types of fragment split strategies are discussed as follows. Taking all genome sequences in each specie into account, for fixed k-mer size , overlap size and split percent , the first strategy (DI) is to segment each genome sequence into k-dimension (bp) sample space, and randomly select the fragments according to given split percent for training data and the rest part (1-split percent) is denoted as testing data( Fig.2(a) ). The second strategy (DII) is to randomly split all genome sequences into training and testing parts according to given split percent, then all the sequences in training and testing data sets are mapped into k-dimension sample space separatively according to given k-mer size and overlap size (Fig.2(b) ) . DI type data set is obtained along each sequence, although the training and testing data sets are separated according to split percent, the fragments from same sequence still keep the inherent biology information. However, training and testing data sets in DII type never contain this kind of biological information except that these fragments are in same specie property.
After the above segmentation process, all the fragments in the above data sets are treated as dimension-by-dimension segment of genomic sequence. The pattern recognition task on each k-length fragment is called dimension-by-dimension classification.
Taking a further consideration, especially when overlap size is equal to 0, the fragments in training and testing data sets from a same sequence could be treated as two pseudo subsequences of one genomic sequence. As they are randomly selected, the original genomic order information along the same sequence in DI is broken down. The pattern recognition tasks on randomly pseudo genome subsequences in DI and normal order genome subsequences in DII are called sequence-by-sequence classification. While the overlap percent is larger than 0, all the subsequences in DI and DII are pseudo subsequences, the pattern recognition task can still be performed on, it is also named as sequence-by-sequence classification.
In brief, the genomic sequences are mapped into kdimension sample space, which means the k-bp genomic fragments. To construct the SVM model, the split percents involved in experiments are set as {60%, 80%, 100% }, When split proportion is equal to 100% , the training and testing set are set as same one. For both types of DI and DII, the training sets and testing sets are denoted as L (k −mer,overlap,split percent) and T (k − mer,overlap,1−split percent) respectively. Some main size of samples in L (k −mer,overlap,split percent) and T (k − mer,overlap,1−split percent) involved in experiments are listed in Supplementary Table 1 .
Multi-class SVM
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a popular statistical learning and machine learning method based on structural risk minimization and VC dimensions theory, and overcomes the dimension disaster of neural network [36] . It has efficient performance and high accuracy in many classification tasks, hence widely used in various information process fields. The traditional SVM is defined for binary classification, the multi-class SVM is defined on binary SVM with oneversus-one max-wins voting strategy or one-versus-all winnertakes-all strategy [37, 38] . Suppose the samples data are
Given a nonlinear mapping function φ(·), the sample data of x i is projected to high dimensional space to obtain well separation of different samples. The standard C-SVM [40] solves
where w,b are the parameters of optimal linear hyperplane f (x) = w T φ(x)+b, C is the penalty parameter of the error term.
The key problem in solving w is involved in the dual problem of above optimization problem and selection of kernel function. The radial basis function(RBF) kernel function is adopted in the experiments, where 
Classification Accuracy
For genomic fragment classification, two categories of classification criteria are involved in experiments. The first one is for dimension-by-dimension classification, its aim is to classify the correct accuracy of fragment in k-bp status.
The other criterion is to recognize the pseudo subsequence composed of randomly selected fragments from a same sequence for right specie,
The criteria of f rg k and f rs k examine the different aspect of gene fragment sequences, both of them address the fragments of partial pieces of genomic sequences.
Multi-candidate Accuracy
Ranking is a popular technique in genomic analysis and information sciences. In order to show the relationship among the species, the top n (1 ≤ n ≤ 10) ranking classes are considered in the recognition stage according to the top-n probability outputs of multi-class SVM voting. The criteria of classification accuracy with N-best algorithm are revised as follows respectively,
f rs k|n = #{correct sequences in top−n candidates} #{total sequences}
RESULTS
Accuracy on DI with different k-mer size and Overlap
As there are many combinations of k-mer size, overlap and split percent. Firstly, we investigate the effectiveness of these parameters in a special case that all data is involved in training, that is split percent=100% on DI. And, the case of overlap percent=0 is examined first of all, denoted as L ( * ,0,100%). The dimension-by-dimension recognition experimental results show that on training set L ( * ,0,100%) , the accuracy rates trend highly along the increasing of number of N-candidates and k-mer size value ( Fig.3 (a), Supplementary Fig.1(a) ). Secondly, we examine the performance on L (50, * ,100%) with k=50, the accuracy rates increase along number of N-candidates ( Fig.3(b) ) and decrease along overlap percent (Supplementary Fig.1(b) ).
Thirdly, we perform multi-class SVM with N-best algorithm on DI with split percent=60% and 80% cases. In the dimension-by-dimension case, in training sets, the accuracy rates increase along number of candidates ( At same time, the accuracy rate of recognition in pseudo sequence-by-sequence form is more higher than in dimensionby-dimension fragment form.
Fifthly, in the sequence-by-sequence cases on DI with split percent=60% and 80% cases, the accuracy rates increase along number of candidates ( . These experimental results demonstrate the tendency of accuracy rates with kmer size and top-n candidates. In each fixed k-mer size, the principle that the larger the number of top-n candidates, the higher the accurate rates still holds. While, in testing data, The accuracy rates under each fixed k-mer size increases along top-n candidates ( Fig.4 (e)(f)), however, the accuracy rates (e) (f) Figure 3 . Dimension-by-Dimension recognition rates on DI along multi-
under each fixed top-n candidates decreases along k-mer size (Supplementary Fig.2 (e)(f)). The appropriate choice of k-mer size for genomic fragments and sequences predictions would be 10. Sixthly, as to the overlap problem on DI with split percent=60% and 80% for training and testing cases separatively, we give the discussion in the case of 50 kmer size data sets. In the dimension-by-dimension case, the performances on training sets and testing sets are different. In training sets, the accuracy rates under each overlap percent increase along the top-n candidates ( Fig.5(a)(b) ) , and the accuracy rates under each top-n candidates decrease along the overlap percent ( Supplementary Fig.3(a)(b) ). In testing sets, the accuracy rates under each overlap percent increase along the top-n candidates (Fig.5(c)(d) ), and the accuracy rates under each top-n candidates are not precisely synchronized with the increasing of overlap percent ( Supplementary  Fig.3(c)(d) ), in low top-n case, there are slightly enhancement, but do not hold in large top-n cases.
Seventhly, in sequence-by-sequence cases of 50 k-mer size data sets with split percent=60% and 80% for training and testing sets separatively on DI, for fixed overlap percent, the accuracy rates increases on both training (Fig.6(a)(b) ) and testing data sets (Fig.6(c)(d) ). Given top-n candidates, the accuracy rates perform different along overlap percent. In training sets, the accuracy rates decrease along low topn candidates cases and increase in high top-n candidates 
cases ( Supplementary Fig.4(a)(b) ). But, in testing data, the accuracy rates increase along overlap percent ( Supplementary  Fig.4(c)(d) ). The above experimental results show that overlap optimization is somewhat complicate in training and testing sets. The optimized overlap would be the balance between training and testing sets. The experimental results on DI above show that, on training sets, the high k-mer size is preferred, on testing sets, the relative low k-mer will obtain relative good performance. As to the overlap percent, the sequence-by-sequence recognition on testing data sets would prefer higher value of overlap. All of the experimental results of this section are listed in Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Table 3 .
Accuracy on DII with different k-mer size
This section we will show the performance of multi-class SVM with N-best algorithm on DII, which is different from DI in biology information, where experiments on DI would be treated as a kind of gene prediction, and the experiments on DII would be treated as a kind of gene category. The experimental results on data sets with split percents 60% and 80% are investigated. All the experimental results of dimension-by-dimension cases are listed in Supplementary Firstly, in dimension-by-dimension case, the accuracy rates increase along top-n candidates and k-mer size ( Fig.7(a)(b)(c)(d) ) on training data sets,, while the accuracy rates on testing data sets increase along top-n candidates and slightly decrease along k-mer size in top-n candidates case, in other top-n case, the fluctuation of accuracy rate along k-mer size is not distinctive ( Supplementary Fig.5(a)(b)(c)(d) ).
Secondly, in sequence-by-sequence cases, the accuracy rates increase along both top-n candidates and k-mer size on training data sets ( Fig.8(a)(b)(c)(d) ), while the accuracy rates increase along top-n candidates and slightly decrease along k-mer size on testing data sets ( Supplementary  Fig.6(a)(b)(c)(d) ). Again, the appropriate selection of k-mer size on DII type data sets would be 10. This conclusion is also helpful to model metagenomic sequences with HMM though it is difficult for HMM framework to examine the high dimensional k-mer size cases. Moreover, from all the experimental results on split percent 60% and 80%, the principles along parameters of overlap and k-mer size have almost the same tendency, which is also provide the reasonable explanations of our models and performance. Regardless of DI and DII, the fact that 10 kmer size with top-10 candidates can achieve high recognition rates demonstrates that the centroid marker family genomic sequences of all microbial would be highly discriminated with the toleration of confusion of 10 species among the 17 species within the multi-class SVM with N-best algorithm framework, the confusion is mainly caused by the similarities among species measured by multi-class SVM model in the view of evolution [55, 56] .
DISCUSSION
We develop the multi-class SVM based N-best algorithm on microbial species classification, realize the true sense of fragment classification of genomic sequences without preprocessing, and discuss the effectiveness of k-mer size,overlap and split percent. The genome sequences of maker family from all microbial on MetaRef are treated as time series and employed in experiments with different lengths. Generally, the experimental results on the given range of SVM parameters grids show that the larger the kmer size from 10 to 50, the higher the accuracy rates on training sets. The conclusions on testing sets are reverse. The overlap of fragments also takes effect on different data sets. In the view of prediction, the low overlap is recommended. Furthermore, N-best algorithm shows that top-10 candidates would provide good experimental results on both dimensionby-dimension and sequence-by-sequence recognition tasks. The experiments are designed only based on the {A,C,T,G} information along genomic sequences, if the detail 3-D genomic structure information or biology information are available, the prediction accuracy rates would be higher. Though the multi-class SVM with N-best algorithm and feature selection are constructed for challenging fragment classification, it would be applied to cancer diagnose of genomic fragments in future. And, how to overcome the time-consumption and memory storage of SVM and propose new kernel SVM are our future research interests. Finally, great improvement of top-1 classification accuracy is also our research goal in microbial genomic analysis. 
